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Agricultural development bank of China is an important part of China’s financial 
system. The banking outlets of agricultural development bank are distributed 
throughout the major cities and towns of Xinjiang. It has abundant capital. It provides 
comprehensive financial services. From the management work of fixed assets 
management of agricultural development bank in recent years, it exits some problems 
in the fixed assets management such as undisciplined fixed assets information 
management, inconsistent property value with material object and chaos management 
etc. The main cause of these problems is the management model of fixed assets 
management of agricultural development bank is laggard. They has been used manual 
management way. With the increase of fixed assets agricultural development bank, the 
manual management mode can’t deal the massive increase data. In the fixed assets 
management work there always happen fault in data which caused a loss of fixed 
assets of bank. In order to improve the work efficiency of fixed assets management of 
bank and guarantee the correctness of the data of fixed assets bank must adopts 
scientific and advanced way to manage the fixed assets. This topic of system is design 
and implementation of bank fixed assets management system. Through the 
construction and using the system solve the problems in the bank fixed assets 
management. Make the leader of bank can grasp the conditions of bank fixed asset 
timely and accurately. It can manage fixed assets unified and scientific. 
System development uses object-oriented and UML technology to analysis and 
design system. The system use .NET technology, C# and SQL Server 2008 to joint 
develop. The system adopts B/S three layer architecture. It guarantees the 
implementation of each function and the advance of system from technology. The 
dissertation completes serious investigation and analysis for bank fixed assets 
management work. It analyzes the business requirement, function requirement, role 
requirement and non-function requirement. Then on the basis of requirement analysis 















function modules are system login management module, fixed asset ledger module, 
fixed asset warehouse in and out management module, fixed asset maintenance ledger 
module, basic information management module, comprehensive query and statistic 
module and system management module. It expounds each function module in detail. 
The dissertation designs the system database. It designs database E-R model and 
database table structure. Then it expounds the implementation of system includes the 
access of database, the operation interface of each function module, program flow and 
main codes. Finally it tests the system. Through design and test function testing use 
case complete the system testing. The results of testing demonstrate every function of 
system is correct and effective and it is accord with eh demand of system requirement 
and design. 
At present the system is in trial operation. Through the feedback of users the 
system has easy operation, practical function characteristics. It can satisfy user’s needs. 
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